Introduction
Physical chemistry studies on pure compounds and on binary mixtures of thermotropic mesogens with a terminal cyano-or nitro-end group give evidence for multi-reentrant phenomena, SA-SA phase transitions, two-dimensional fluid mesophases made of ribbons and biaxial bilayered phases of Sc type [1] .
Using the example of three (recently synthesized [2, 3] figure 2 . A similar topology has already been described in a binary system of two nitro homologous compounds (DB 7 N02-DB 8 N02) [ (Fig. 3) . (Fig. 4) . In any event this result seems to be verified [8, 9] . This is the case for the SA2 phase of series 2 (Fig. 5 ).
Although these cyano alkoxydibenzoates are chlorinated the bilayering has been kept due to the application of the empirical criterion : the longitudinal projection of the added dipole has to point in the opposite sense to the polar head [1, 10] (Fig. 6 ). Altogether these facts prevent an accurate determination of the SA,,-SA, transition temperature. For long chains n &#x3E;, 10 this broad heat peak is no longer visible. Anyway, the thermal variations of the layer thickness still exhibit a slope change (Fig. 7) which is finally the only hint in favour of the possible existence of a SAd-SAz transition for the long chains (Fig. 5) .
Even for the lower homologues (n = 7, 8, 9 series 2) for which a thermal anomaly is undoubtly revealed, the SAd -+ SA2 transformation seems less sharp than in series 1. At the same time, X-ray investigations on an SAd single domain [11] for the n = 8 compound (series 2) clearly show an 002 Bragg reflection indicating an unusual highly ordered SAd. Thus the variations of the elastic energy should be weaker close to the SAci-SA2 transition which could explain the large specific heat fluctuations. At the SA2 change, the intensity of the harmonic reflection 002 increases and the ratio I002/I001 levels off at lower temperature in this phase. In fact on the photographic patterns o From microscopic observations. + From X-ray measurements on powder samples (see Fig. 7 transition (textural change, enthalpy variation, layer thickness evolution, occurrence of incommensurate fluctuations in SAd) basically depends on the SAd arrangement. We remark that for these cyano polar compounds, a chlorine on the aromatic core influences this order : the SAd looks better organized to such an extent that it is not easy to distinguish SAd from SA2 for long chains.
In series 3 (Fig. 8) [2] contrary to non chlorinated compounds DBnN02 [1, 4, 5] and DB,,ON02 [1, 13] (Fig. 9) .
On Finally series 2 provides a new example of the uncommon S? phase [1, 10] . Despite the metastability of this smectic we confirm a short range liquid like order and an improvement of the layer ordering at the Sc, -+ S? phase transition.
Conclusion
The more series of polar compounds we investigate, the more general the thermodynamical behaviors of their fluid bilayered smectics appear to be, as expected from the theory of J. Prost et al. [15] .
Nevertheless further studies still are necessary to clarify some uncertainties : especially this paper raises an important question related to the differentiation of the SA,, and the SA2 phases, as recently argued in different theoretical discussions [16, 17] . Is there a critical point on the SAd SAZ line ?
Finally, the puzzling molecular order in the bilayer phase S? is not yet elucidated.
